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Introduction
Without evidence, policy makers must fall back on intuition, ideology, or conventional wisdom—or, at
best, theory alone. And many policy decisions have indeed been made in those ways. But the resulting
policies can go seriously astray, given the complexities and interdependencies in our society and
economy, and the unpredictability of people’s reactions to change (Banks 2009).

Intended audience
The purpose of this paper is to describe to policymakers and others working with evidence or data the
difference between association and causation. These are terms used by epidemiologists to study and
analyse population health, and they help describe how and when a health risk factor can be deemed to
cause a disease or other health outcome. While this paper uses a case study that relates specifically to
health, the same principles described in this paper can be applied to areas beyond health, such as
human services.
Just because two things are associated, does
not necessarily mean that one thing causes the
other.
Several studies found an association between
drinking coffee and lung cancer (Alicandro et al.
2017). However, drinking coffee does not cause
lung cancer. The association exists because
coffee drinkers are more likely to smoke.

Often, the media, the general public, and indeed
policymakers working with evidence and data
jump to a conclusion of cause-and-effect when
two things are found to be associated with each
other. However, just because two things are
associated, does not necessarily mean that one
causes the other. Understanding this distinction
is crucial for governments to design sound
evidence-based policies for better health and
human services outcomes.

Evidence-based policymaking
Evidence-based policymaking has seen significant progress in recent years at the federal, state and local
levels. Evidence-based policymaking is critical for governments to ensure that they address the most
important contemporary challenges while ensuring that public funds are used as effectively and efficiently
as possible (Evidence-based Policymaking Collaborative 2018).
The first step in evidence-based policymaking is to identify the problem that needs to be addressed. For
health, it is usually a disease or health risk factor. Understanding the cause of a disease or health risk
factor is crucial to determining the best course of action to treat or prevent current or future cases and
improve the overall health of the population.
This paper will talk through the steps that determine whether an exposure causes an outcome. This will
support policymakers and others to think critically about different forms of evidence.
Exposure refers to any factor that may be associated with an outcome of interest. For example,
smoking is the exposure and lung cancer is the outcome.
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Determining causation starts with identifying an association
How do we determine if an exposure causes an outcome? The first step to identifying a potential causal
relationship between an exposure and an outcome is to investigate whether there is an ‘association’
between the exposure and the outcome.
An association is defined as an exposure and outcome occurring together more or less often than
would be expected by chance. This means there is a statistical relationship between the exposure
and the outcome.

If the probability of the outcome is significantly greater in the presence of the exposure than in the
absence of the exposure, then it can be deemed that there is an association between the exposure and
the outcome. For example, the occurrence of lung cancer among people who smoke is far greater than
the occurrence of lung cancer among people who do not smoke.
The difference between association and correlation
In everyday language, ‘association’ and ‘correlation’ tend to be used interchangeably. Technically,
‘correlation’ has a statistical meaning to do with the strength of the relationship between two things;
they both increase and decrease together, or as one increases the other decreases or vice versa. For
example, the more hours you spend in direct sunlight the more severe your sunburn. ‘Association’ is a
broader concept around whether two things are related in some way. Correlation can help define this
relationship. Importantly, as this paper discusses, just because two things are related (either by
association or correlation), does not mean that one causes the other.
Once an association between an exposure and an outcome has been demonstrated, the following
questions need to be considered before any claim that the exposure caused the outcome can be made:
1.

What is the strength of the association?

2.

Is the association between an exposure and an outcome a consistent finding?

3.

Is there a temporal relationship between the exposure and the outcome?

4.

Is there a dose–response relationship between the exposure and outcome?

5.

Is there something else that might explain the association between the exposure and the
outcome?

6.

Is it biologically plausible that the exposure could cause the outcome?

These questions are considered throughout the following case study. More detailed descriptions of each
question follow the case study.
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A ca
ase stu
udy – smoking an
nd lung can cer
Background
Prior to th
he 20th centu
ury the type of
o lung cance
er that we no
ow know to be
b caused byy smoking wa
as such a
rare disea
ase that only 140 cases were
w
docume
ented in the published
p
me
edical literatuure in 1900 (Proctor
(
2012). In the late 1800
0s, cigarette--making macchines were invented and
d enabled thee rapid expa
ansion of
the tobaccco industry supported
s
by
y mass marke
eting of their product.
Graduallyy the scientificc community
y began to no
otice a dramatic increase
e in cases of lung cancer, and by
e in the mids
the 1940–
–50s it becam
me apparent that we were
st of an unpre
ecedented eepidemic of lu
ung
cancer. The fact that this
t
coincided
d with a rapid
d increase in
n the uptake of cigarette ssmoking presented
the first clue.
In 1950 th
he epidemiolo
ogists Richard Doll and B
Bradford Hill published th
heir seminal ppaper in the British
Medical JJournal that presented
p
the
e evidence to
o suggest tha
at smoking was
w the causse of the lung
g cancer
epidemic (Doll and Hilll 1950).
However, it took until 1964 for the US Surgeon
n General to formally ann
nounce that ssmoking caused lung
cancer. Thereafter, the obvious po
olicy responsse was to try to reduce an
nd ultimatelyy eliminate sm
moking.

The ev
vidence trail
t
As he
ealth practitio
oners began to notice the
e rapid increaase in cases of lung
cance
er, they also noticed that this rise coin
ncided with a rise in cigarette
consu
umption. In 1 939 the firstt study was published
p
thaat compared 86 people
who had
h been dia
agnosed with
h lung cancerr with peoplee who did nott have
lung cancer.
c
The study found that those with
w lung canccer were more likely to
smok
ke than those
e without lung
g cancer. This was the firrst scientific
demo
onstration of an associatio
on between smoking andd lung cancer.
The strength of
o the associiation was hi gh: smokers
s who smoked 35 cigaretttes or more per
p day
w
were 40 timess more likely to develop lu
ung cancer than
t
non-smo
okers (Proctoor 2012).
M
Many more sttudies in the United Kingd
dom and the
e United State
es confirmedd the original finding of
an
n association
n between sm
moking and llung cancer, demonstratiing the consiistency of the
e
asssociation.
Then came se
everal studie
es that sough
ht to determin
ne if smoking
g preceded luung cancer: smokers
an
nd non-smokkers were folllowed over ttime to see who
w develope
ed lung canccer. The resu
ults were
un
nequivocal; smoking
s
preceded lung ccancer, demo
onstrating a temporal relaationship.
These studiess also showe
ed a dose–re
esponse relattionship where the greateer the numbe
er of
oked, the mo
ore likely a p
person was to
o die from lun
ng cancer (F
Figure 1).
ciigarettes smo
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Figure 1: Death rates
s from lung cancer (perr 1,000 peop
ple), by num
mber of cigarrettes smok
ked,
British do
octors, 1951
1–1961 (Dolll and Hill 19
964)

W
While early ep
pidemiologistts lacked the
e statistical to
ools that are available to epidemiolog
gists today
to
o test for pote
ential confou
unders, they w
were able to
o rule out other explanatioons for the ris
se in lung
ca
ancer, such as
a asphalt dust from new
wly tarred roa
ads and expo
osure to poisson gas in World
W
War I
(P
Proctor 2012
2).
A confounder is a th
hird factor orr variable tha
at has a hidde
en effect on both an expoosure and the
outcome
e of interest. The term ‘co
onfound’ com
mes from the Latin confun
ndere meaninng to pour to
ogether
or mix. T
The English word
w
‘confuse’ arises from
m the same Latin root (Babyak 2009)).

D
During this pe
eriod, parallel evidence frrom other inv
vestigative fie
elds began too accrue and
d provided
th
he evidence base for the biological pllausibility of smoking
s
causing lung caancer (Procto
or 2012):
• Experimen
nts in animals
s revealed th
hat cancerous tumours co
ould be inducced on the skin by
painting the skin with cigarette
c
smo
oke tars.
• Pathologists began see
eing damage
e to the cilia of
o deceased people who had died of lung
cancer as well
w as otherr precancero
ous changes.. The cilia are
e the hair-likke structures that line
the upper respiratory
r
trract and help
p to clear the airway pass
sages of muccus and dirt. They
speculated
d that this mig
ght cause th e particulate
e matter in cig
garette smokke to become
e trapped
in the lungs.
• Other scien
ntists began to discover tthe presence
e of a numbe
er of cancer-ccausing chemicals in
cigarette smoke.
The confluencce of these diverse
d
formss of evidence
e, combined with diminishhing evidenc
ce of
allternative explanations, resulted
r
in th e American Cancer Society’s Nationaal Board of Directors
D
pu
ublicly declaring in 1954 that there m
may be a caus
sal link between smokingg cigarettes and
a lung
ca
ancer. Figure
e 2 summaris
ses the evide
ence.
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Figure 2: A summary
y of the evid
dence that s
smoking cau
uses lung ca
ancer
Does cig
garette smo
oking cause lung cance
er?
Start witth an assoc
ciation

Yes, there is an assoc
ciation

Stren
ngth

Very strong
g

Cons
sistency

Highly repli cable

Temp
porality

Smoking prrecedes lung
g cancer

Dose
e response

Yes – the m
more cigaretttes smoked, the more likeely a person is to
develop lun
ng cancer

Alterrnative explanations

Ruled out a
asphalt, poiso
on gas from World War I,, etc.

Biolo
ogical plaus
sibility

Animal exp eriments, clinical observa
ation, discovvery of cance
er-causing
chemicals i n cigarette smoke
s

As noted earlier, it was not until 19
964 that the U
US Surgeon General form
mally announnced that sm
moking
causes lung cancer. The
T work of Doll
D and Hill iis a fascinatiing case stud
dy of how sccientific evide
ence alone
is rarely e
enough to sw
way wider soc
ciety about th
he causes off disease and
d ill-health. T
The powerful tobacco
industry ssuccessfully delayed
d
the attempts
a
of h
health profes
ssionals to co
onvince the ppublic that sm
moking
causes lung cancer.
Much can
n be learnt fro
om the tobac
cco story for today’s pres
ssing health concerns
c
succh as obesity
y. For
further rea
ading on thiss subject, we recommend
d an article by Kelly Brow
wnell and Kennneth Warne
er from the
Rudd Cen
nter for Food
d Policy and Obesity
O
at Ya
ale Universitty (Brownell and
a Warner 2009) .

Summary and conclusions
Robust an
nd publicly avvailable evidence servess as an imporrtant counterrweight to thee influence of
o
sectional interests. Ho
owever, evide
ence building
g takes time,, and when there is lack oof sufficiently
y good
evidence, policymakin
ng cannot come to a stan
ndstill. Thereffore policies are developeed while the evidence
base conttinues to builld. For example, policyma
aking around
d halting and
d reversing thhe obesity ep
pidemic
continuess in the face of
o a lack of scientific
s
conssensus abou
ut its cause. As
A the evideence base gro
ows,
some policy directionss will need to
o be strength
hened while others
o
revised or abandooned. Unders
standing
the distincction between association
n and causattion and kee
eping up to da
ate with the lliterature willl inform
and maxim
mise good po
olicymaking.
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Defin
nitionss of fo
orms o
of evid
dence
Strrength off the association
There can
n be strong or
o weak asso
ociations betw
ween an exp
posure and an outcome oof interest. A strong
associatio
on is more likkely to be cau
usal than a w
weak associa
ation. A weak
ker associatiion is more liikely to be
explained by measure
ement error and
a other stu
udy design biiases. Howev
ver, the pressence of a we
eaker
associatio
on does not rule
r
out caus
sation.
Case stu
udy
The strength of asso
ociation between smoking
g and lung ca
ancer is very
y strong. Variious studies have
found tha
at smokers are
a between four and 20 times more likely to have
e lung canceer than non-s
smokers
(Proctor 2012).

Consistenc
cy of the associa
ation
A single sstudy is insuffficient eviden
nce of a cau sal link betw
ween an expo
osure and ann outcome. We
W need to
make repe
eated observvations of an
n association
n between an
n exposure and an outcom
me in different studies,
under diffe
erent circum
mstances, at different
d
time
es, by different investigators and in di fferent populations.
When we observe a consistent
c
association bettween an exposure and an
a outcome, this strength
hens the
argumentt that an expo
osure may ca
ause an outccome. This does
d
not mea
an that everyy single study
y must find
an association betwee
en the expos
sure and the outcome. Co
onsistency is
s achieved if the majority of studies
find an asssociation.

Tem
mporal relationsh
r
hip
The expossure must co
ome before the outcome.. If the expos
sure did not precede
p
the ooutcome the
en logically
it cannot h
have caused
d it. Therefore
e a lack of te
emporality ru
ules out caus
sation – hencce this is one
e of the
most impo
ortant criteria
a for determining causatio
on.
A common error is to use cross-se
ectional data as evidence
e that an exposure causees an outcom
me. The
most com
mmon example of cross-sectional data
a is data thatt is obtained from a popuulation health survey.
For example, while su
urvey data may identify an
n association
n between ob
besity and deepression, th
he data
cannot be
e used to dettermine caus
sality or its di rection beca
ause there is no informatioon to indicatte whether
an exposu
ure preceded
d or followed an outcome
e.
Policymakkers use pop
pulation healtth surveys be
ecause they are a relativ
vely inexpenssive tool thatt monitors
the health
h of a population and iden
ntifies and qu
uantifies associations bettween expossures and ou
utcomes.
These inssights can ge
enerate hypotheses abou
ut potential ca
ausal pathwa
ays that can be tested in future
epidemiological studie
es.

Dose–respo
onse rela
ationship
p
A dose–re
esponse rela
ationship exis
sts when the level or ‘dos
se’ of an exposure increaases and the frequency
of the outccome of interest also increases.
Case stu
udy
As the number of cig
garettes smoked per day increases, so
s does the risk of lung caancer. The presence
p
of a dose
e–response relationship is strong evid
dence that a causal relattionship existts.
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If a dose–
–relationship is found to exist,
e
this stre
engthens the
e argument for causality. However, th
he
absence o
of a dose–response relattionship doess not necess
sarily rule outt a causal rellationship. In
n some
cases the
ere is a thresh
hold-level of exposure wh
here the outc
come will not occur until the threshold
d level
has been surpassed. For example
e, a study invvestigating th
he risk of miscarriage amoong pregnan
nt women
exposed tto trihalomethanes (a con
ntaminant of chlorinated water supplies) found noo increased risk
r of
level reache d 75 mg per litre (Waller et al. 1998)..
miscarriag
ge until the contaminant
c

Alternative explana
ations
This is arg
guably the most
m
importan
nt criterion to
o determine whether
w
there is a causall relationship
p between
an exposu
ure and an outcome.
o
Eve
en if an asso ciation is obs
served betwe
een an expoosure and an outcome
and that a
association iss strong and consistent a
and the exposure precede
es the outco me, it does not
n mean
that the exxposure caused the outc
come.
Case stu
udy
Coffee d
drinking doess not cause lu
ung cancer. However, co
offee drinking
g is associateed with lung cancer.
This is because coffe
ee drinkers are
a more like
ely to be smo
okers. The tru
ue cause of l ung cancer is
i a third
factor (sm
moking) thatt, when taken
n into accoun
nt, eliminates
s the associa
ation betweeen drinking co
offee and
lung can
ncer. Smoking is the real causal expo
osure, and the
e coffee drinking was meerely an indic
cator of
the prese
ence of a third factor – sm
moking (Alica
andro et al. 2017).
2
Ruling out alternative explanations
s is crucial to
o proving cau
usation. To ru
ule out alternnative explan
nations,
one must be able to id
dentify potential alternativve explanatio
ons. This is not
n always poossible and depends
d
on the currrent state off knowledge, which may change with time as furth
her studies aaccumulate. This
T
is the
primary re
eason why ca
ausation is very
v
hard to p
prove and wh
hy there is no
o consensuss on what con
nstitutes a
sufficient body of evidence to dem
monstrate cau
usation.
However, we cannot sit
s around wa
aiting for scie
entists to pro
ove beyond th
he shadow oof a doubt tha
at an
exposure of interest causes an outcome before
e acting, parrticularly whe
ere there mayy be a seriou
us danger
to health. Neverthelesss, when the evidence do
oes accrue to
o disprove a causal link thhat might have been
assumed and formed the basis forr a policy ressponse, polic
cymakers willl need to revview and update policy
responsess accordinglyy. Understan
nding the disttinction betw
ween association and cauusation and keeping
k
up
to date with the literatu
ure will inform
m and maxim
mise good po
olicymaking.
Case stu
udy
A study sshowed that people who smoked a p
pipe were mo
ore likely to die from canccer than peop
ple who
smoked cigarettes: 36
3 per cent of
o pipe smoke
ers died com
mpared with 21
2 per cent oof cigarette smokers.
Howeverr, people who smoked a pipe were m
more likely to be older than people wh o smoked cigarettes.
When the age differe
ence between pipe and ccigarette smo
okers was ac
ccounted for, the associattion
linking th
he type of sm
moker (pipe or
o cigarette) a
and death no
ot only vanished but reveersed – the agea
adjusted
d death rate was
w 30 per cent
c
among ccigarette smo
okers and 20
0 per cent am
mong pipe sm
mokers.
Age acte
ed as a third factor or ‘confounder’ tha
at misled the
e investigatorrs into wronggly concluding that
pipe smo
oking was more harmful than
t
cigaretttes, when in fact it was th
he other wayy around (Bab
byak
2009).

Bio
ological plausibil
p
lity of the
e association
Biological plausibility refers
r
to the scientific rea
asoning used
d to determin
ne whether aan exposure causes
c
an
outcome. It essentiallyy answers the question: ‘‘Is there a log
gical and pla
ausible biologgical mechan
nism to
explain the relationshiip?’ To answ
wer this the in
nvestigator lo
ooks at the cu
urrent body oof knowledge
e on
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possible mechanisms by which an exposure could cause an outcome. If a causal relationship between
the exposure and outcome is consistent with the body of knowledge then the criterion of biological
plausibility is met. However, it is not essential that this criterion be met because a lack of biological
plausibility may just reflect a current lack of sufficient knowledge about the pathogenesis of a disease.
The benefit of considering biological plausibility is that it is an objective use of logic and attention to the
wider knowledge base. The alternative is the more subjective approach of relying on prior beliefs.
Case study
It is not biologically plausible that coffee would cause lung cancer given that people do not inhale
coffee and that coffee is not associated with overall cancer risk (Alicandro et al. 2017).
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